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Reminders: Sept 21, 2019

• Announcement sent out about Discussion Sessions


• Please fill out the Google Form


• Graded Assessment for Course 1, Module 3 (Graded Quiz) due this Friday


• Any questions about admin?



Review of Mini-Course 1, Module 3



Video 1: Policies

• All about policies. All about how our agents select actions


• Goals:


• recognize that a policy is a distribution over actions for each state


• describe the similarities and differences between stochastic and deterministic 
policies 

• generate valid policies for a given MDP, or Markov Decision Process.



Video 2: Value Functions

• All about value functions, the key data structure of RL


• Goals:


• describe the roles of the state-value and action-value functions in reinforcement 
learning


• describe the relationship between value functions and policies 

• create examples of value functions for a given MDP.



Video 3: Bellman Equation Derivation 

• Bellman equations: the foundation of many RL algorithms


• Goals:


• derive the Bellman equation for state value functions 


• derive the Bellman equation for action-value functions


• understand how Bellman equations relate current and future values.



Video 4: Why Bellman Equations?

• Why are Bellman equations so important in RL


• Goals:


• use the Bellman equations to compute value functions


• understand how Bellman Equations will allow our algorithms to make updates 
now, to take into account the future



Video 5: Optimal Policies
• Formalizing our goals: policies that obtains as much reward as possible in the long 

run

• Goals: 


• define an optimal policy


• understand how a policy can be at least as good as every other policy in every 
state


• Identify an optimal policy for a given MDP.



Video 6: Using Optimal Value Functions 
to get Optimal Policies

• A hint of how our agents might use value functions to select actions

• Goals: 


• understand the connection between the optimal value function and optimal 
policies


• verify the optimal value function for given MDPs.



On Whiteboard

• Go over expectation form for the Bellman equation


• Revisit a couple of Practice Quiz questions 


• Q5 and Q6 about shifting rewards


• Q7 about expressing v* in terms of q*



Worksheet Question 1Worksheet C1M3
CMPUT 397

September 21, 2020

1. Express the action-value function q⇡ in terms of v⇡. The formula will also include p and ⇡.

2. When implementing a real world agent, if we knew both the optimal value function v⇤ and
the optimal action-value function q⇤ which would you prefer? Are there other reasons for
favoring one or the other?

3. In this question, you will take a word specification of an MDP, and write the formal terms
and determine the optimal policy. Suppose you have a problem with two actions. The
agent always starts in the same state, s0. From this state, if it takes action 1 it transitions
to a new state s1 and receives reward 10; if it takes action 2 it transitions to a new state s2
and receives reward 5. From s1 if it takes action 1 it receives a reward of 5 and terminates;
if it takes action 2 it receives a reward of 10 and terminates. From s2 if it takes action 1
it receives a reward of 10 and terminates; if it takes action 2 it receives a reward of 5 and
terminates. Assume the agent cares equally about long term reward as about immediate
reward.

(a) Draw the MDP for this problem. Is it an episodic or continuing problem? What is �?

(b) Assume the policy is ⇡(a = 1|si) = 0.3 for all si 2 {s0, s1, s2}. What is ⇡(a = 2|si)? And
what is the value function for this policy? In other words, find v⇡(s) for all three states.

(c) What is the optimal policy in this environment?
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Practice Question
The Bellman equation (3.10) must hold for each state for the value 
function v_\pi shown in Figure 3.2. As an example, show numerically that this equation 
holds for the center state, valued at +0.7, with respect to its four neighboring states, 
valued at +2.3, +0.4, -0.4, and +0.7. (These numbers are accurate only to one decimal 
place.). Harder one: verify the red state.
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These kinds of methods are presented in Chapter 5. Of course, if there are very many
states, then it may not be practical to keep separate averages for each state individually.
Instead, the agent would have to maintain v⇡ and q⇡ as parameterized functions (with
fewer parameters than states) and adjust the parameters to better match the observed
returns. This can also produce accurate estimates, although much depends on the nature
of the parameterized function approximator. These possibilities are discussed in Part II
of the book.

A fundamental property of value functions used throughout reinforcement learning and
dynamic programming is that they satisfy recursive relationships similar to that which
we have already established for the return (3.9). For any policy ⇡ and any state s, the
following consistency condition holds between the value of s and the value of its possible
successor states:

v⇡(s)
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where it is implicit that the actions, a, are taken from the set A(s), that the next states,
s0, are taken from the set S (or from S

+ in the case of an episodic problem), and that
the rewards, r, are taken from the set R. Note also how in the last equation we have
merged the two sums, one over all the values of s0 and the other over all the values of r,
into one sum over all the possible values of both. We use this kind of merged sum often
to simplify formulas. Note how the final expression can be read easily as an expected
value. It is really a sum over all values of the three variables, a, s0, and r. For each triple,
we compute its probability, ⇡(a|s)p(s0, r |s, a), weight the quantity in brackets by that
probability, then sum over all possibilities to get an expected value.
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Backup diagram for v⇡

Equation (3.14) is the Bellman equation for v⇡. It expresses
a relationship between the value of a state and the values of
its successor states. Think of looking ahead from a state to its
possible successor states, as suggested by the diagram to the
right. Each open circle represents a state and each solid circle
represents a state–action pair. Starting from state s, the root
node at the top, the agent could take any of some set of actions—
three are shown in the diagram—based on its policy ⇡. From
each of these, the environment could respond with one of several next states, s0 (two are
shown in the figure), along with a reward, r, depending on its dynamics given by the
function p. The Bellman equation (3.14) averages over all the possibilities, weighting each
by its probability of occurring. It states that the value of the start state must equal the
(discounted) value of the expected next state, plus the reward expected along the way.

The value function v⇡ is the unique solution to its Bellman equation. We show in
subsequent chapters how this Bellman equation forms the basis of a number of ways to
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60 Chapter 3: Finite Markov Decision Processes

compute, approximate, and learn v⇡. We call diagrams like that above backup diagrams
because they diagram relationships that form the basis of the update or backup operations
that are at the heart of reinforcement learning methods. These operations transfer
value information back to a state (or a state–action pair) from its successor states (or
state–action pairs). We use backup diagrams throughout the book to provide graphical
summaries of the algorithms we discuss. (Note that, unlike transition graphs, the state
nodes of backup diagrams do not necessarily represent distinct states; for example, a
state might be its own successor.)

Example 3.5: Gridworld Figure 3.2 (left) shows a rectangular gridworld representation
of a simple finite MDP. The cells of the grid correspond to the states of the environment. At
each cell, four actions are possible: north, south, east, and west, which deterministically
cause the agent to move one cell in the respective direction on the grid. Actions that
would take the agent o↵ the grid leave its location unchanged, but also result in a reward
of �1. Other actions result in a reward of 0, except those that move the agent out of the
special states A and B. From state A, all four actions yield a reward of +10 and take the
agent to A0. From state B, all actions yield a reward of +5 and take the agent to B0.
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Figure 3.4: Backup diagrams for (a) v⇡ and (b) q⇡.

the states of the environment. At each cell, four actions are possible: north,
south, east, and west, which deterministically cause the agent to move one
cell in the respective direction on the grid. Actions that would take the agent
o� the grid leave its location unchanged, but also result in a reward of �1.
Other actions result in a reward of 0, except those that move the agent out
of the special states A and B. From state A, all four actions yield a reward of
+10 and take the agent to A�. From state B, all actions yield a reward of +5
and take the agent to B�.

Suppose the agent selects all four actions with equal probability in all
states. Figure 3.5b shows the value function, v⇡, for this policy, for the dis-
counted reward case with � = 0.9. This value function was computed by solv-
ing the system of equations (3.10). Notice the negative values near the lower
edge; these are the result of the high probability of hitting the edge of the grid
there under the random policy. State A is the best state to be in under this pol-
icy, but its expected return is less than 10, its immediate reward, because from
A the agent is taken to A�, from which it is likely to run into the edge of the
grid. State B, on the other hand, is valued more than 5, its immediate reward,
because from B the agent is taken to B�, which has a positive value. From B� the
expected penalty (negative reward) for possibly running into an edge is more
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Figure 3.5: Grid example: (a) exceptional reward dynamics; (b) state-value
function for the equiprobable random policy.

Figure 3.2: Gridworld example: exceptional reward dynamics (left) and state-value function
for the equiprobable random policy (right).

Suppose the agent selects all four actions with equal probability in all states. Figure 3.2
(right) shows the value function, v⇡, for this policy, for the discounted reward case with
� = 0.9. This value function was computed by solving the system of linear equations
(3.14). Notice the negative values near the lower edge; these are the result of the high
probability of hitting the edge of the grid there under the random policy. State A is the
best state to be in under this policy, but its expected return is less than 10, its immediate
reward, because from A the agent is taken to A0, from which it is likely to run into the
edge of the grid. State B, on the other hand, is valued more than 5, its immediate reward,
because from B the agent is taken to B0, which has a positive value. From B0 the expected
penalty (negative reward) for possibly running into an edge is more than compensated
for by the expected gain for possibly stumbling onto A or B.

Exercise 3.14 The Bellman equation (3.14) must hold for each state for the value function
v⇡ shown in Figure 3.2 (right) of Example 3.5. Show numerically that this equation holds
for the center state, valued at +0.7, with respect to its four neighboring states, valued at
+2.3, +0.4, �0.4, and +0.7. (These numbers are accurate only to one decimal place.) ⇤
Exercise 3.15 In the gridworld example, rewards are positive for goals, negative for
running into the edge of the world, and zero the rest of the time. Are the signs of these

Ɣ = 0.9

π = random 
-1 reward on bump


